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SKU Designation French Law

The world's first custom P226 airsoft range

CNC one-piece metal cylinder head
High adhesion polymer grip
Metal frame
Metal outer barrel
Fixed fiber optic sight
Weight: 940 grams
Shooting mode: Semi-auto
De-cocking function
Bolt

Equipped with a frame-mounted Breacher that extends both gun and barrel length, the side profile of the
VP26X is unlike any other GBB gun on the market.
The slide received some weight reduction with the addition of three dual-vented openings to the front as well
as deep etchings on the rear slide grips, a common feature on VORSK GBB pistols.
This lightened slide improves the recoil effect, but this feeling is further enhanced with the adjustment of the
Breacher (barrel extension).

While most GBB pistols rely entirely on the locking pin to stop the forward momentum of the slide, the
Breacher VP26X provides a second point of contact that really amplifies that recoil feeling.

This model of Vorsk VP26X is equipped with an original BDS adjustable red-dot (CR2032 battery not
included).

Vorsk replicas are inspired by the finest and most advanced modern combat and competition weapon designs.

VORSK brings these unique and innovative concepts to the airsoft market in the form of an all new line of
GBB pistols.

VORSK's goal from initial concept to market was to provide rugged and reliable GBB pistols while adding
style and style to your handgun.
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To achieve this, VORSK has taken the time and care to discuss and develop these concepts with key players
in airsoft. These concepts then moved into extensive development, with new molds and production
techniques ensuring a first-class product range.

 

The VORSK style is also found on the bespoke hammer, as well as on the polymer grip. The 21-round
magazine is equipped with a polymer plate to protect the metal magazine body. The VP26X also features a
De-Cocking Lever so you can safely return the hammer to its safe position without unloading. Sight options
include either fiber optic metal sights or Dot-Sight options - Black, Gray or Tan.
The product also comes with a 12mm CW / 14mm CCW adapter. The double action chamfered trigger tail is
exceptionally ergonomic and capable of both cocking this replica hammer and firing a marble in one long
squeeze.

 

 

Inner barrel: ø6.03x93.7mm
Reinforced nozzle
21 ball gas magazine
Recommended gas: Nuprol 2.0 (A69912) / Nuprol 3.0 (A69917)
Contents of the box: 1 replica, 1 21-ball gas magazine, 1 spare parts kit (seals, nozzle), 1 12mm to
14mm adapter, 1 Allen key to adjust the Breacher, instructions, 1 Vorsk patch, 1 red dot BDS (CR2032
x 1 battery not included)

Gas and Co2 compatible

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


